
 
 

We would like to  
invite you on a safari 

 



 
Real connection to people and places. 

Hand-picked responsible travel experiences. 
We provide an authentic, sustainable & inspiring way of traveling 

…the future way of traveling. 





 
About us 

 
The two passionate ladies, Tina and Ulrika first met in 2008 over a 
cup kahawa a hot day in Nairobi, Kenya. They both worked on an 

awarded eco camp focusing on the development of eco destinations. 
Both of them had many years experience working in the travel 
industry, why it did not take long before the idea was born of  

starting a responsible travel company. 
 

The philosophy was that all destinations would be personally  
selected and visited, places where one would feel more like a guest  
rather than a tourist. Everyone who traveled would leave a positive 

 footprint on humans, nature and culture. Anders and Håkan 
 came along a little later as co-owners and in evolving the company. 

 



 
The Eco concept 

 
The Eco concept is guaranteed through:  

 
• Travel inspections 
• Acknowledgement of certification plans, eco 
tourism awards or review of the above through 
local contacts. 

• We have years of knowledge from working with 
eco destinations, operation of eco destinations, 
hence a vast network. 

• We engage in philanthropy and is an active sponsor 
of different community projects. 



 
The Brands 

 
The company Ecospheres has two brands: 

 ”Ecospheres” & ”Ecolyx”. 
 

Ecolyx.com is offering hand-picked, luxurious holidays for FIT,  
groups and companies. The products range from 3.5 – 5 star. 

 
Ecospheres is a completely new brand which offer holidays that 
are off the beaten track, that are truly bespoke, an extraordinary 

experience that money cannot buy. A so called ”private invitation”. 
These experiences are 5-6*. 

 



 
The Experience 

 
We sell experiences not hotels, we inspire through themes such as: 

 
Escape 

Wild Frontiers 
Expedition 

Safari 
Lifestyle 

Icons 
 





 
The Products - ECOLYX 

 Our trips are unique and give the guest a memory for life.  Accommodation, 
service and facilities are 3,5 to 5+ depending on what kind of activity the 
holiday involves, but more often towards the luxury end. The trips often 
include full board, activities, park entrance fees and domestic transport.  
  
Our destinations are responsible, small and intimate. All holidays entail 
fascinating encounters with inspiring people and cultures.   
 
We offer personal, professional and knowledgeable service. We take care 
of the client from start until they get back home again.  
 
We offer tailor made holidays for the private traveler, group & business 
travel. 
 
 





African Safari 

Travel on safari to some of Tanzania's densest animal parks.  
Visit including Tarangire National Park with a stunning wildlife.  

Just a few minutes after you land,  
you will see Thompson gazelles, buffalo or giraffes.  

Continue your journey to the exotic spice island of Zanzibar. 











Costa Rican rainforest adventure 
Your adventure begins with rafting down the Pacuare River through 

breathtaking canyons and lush vegetation on the Pacuare Lodge.  
This is a protected area of incomparable beauty that covers 

approximately 25,000 hectares and extends from the town of 
Siquirres to Talamanca Mountain Range.  

It is the perfect way to explore one of Costa Rica's stunning 
rainforests.  

Here you can enjoy a variety of excursions and breathtaking scenery. 







Trekking the Atlas Mountains, 
Morocco 

Stay at Kasbah du Toubkal 
- a Moroccan mountain lodge with the best rooftop views in  

North Africa! Conde Nest Traveller mentions the hotel as one of 
the world's best "Mountain Retreat" and that is exactly what it is.  
In fact, the view is so spectacular that it is hardly surprising that 

Martin Scorsese used the place for his film "Dalai Lama". 







Dog sledge expedition, Svalbard 
Experience the magnificent Arctic landscape, 

follow us on our unique dog sledge expedition  
to the west coast of the Ice Fjord.  

During the expedition, you will experience the wild and beautiful 
nature of Svalbard. The route goes from Longyearbyen through 
open valleys, icy fjords and on a thousand years old glacier ice. 







Iconic Australia 
Ultimate family holiday across Australia.  

Start off with exploring the beauty of Sydney, 
then travel to Kakadu national park and Arnhem land, 

land of the aboriginies and exotic wildlife.  
Finish of with Queenslands magic sun kissed beaches, 

lush rainforest and the great barrier reef  
- one of the wonders of the world.  











We are here to assist you! 

•  Tailor made from door to door 
•  Proposal 
•  Professional yet personal 
•  Bespoke 
•  FIT & Groups 
•  We accompany 
•  Call us/email us any question 


